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Recognized for more than a century for clarity, accuracy and detail even the military has relied

Michelin maps Michelin offers over 200 selections for cities, regions and countries in North America,

Europe, Africa and Asia. In-house cartographers, or mapmakers produce each map and atlas and

leave no stone unturned. Everything from major roads to the tiniest routes is depicted on Michelin

maps to allow travelers to go off the beaten path with confidence. What makes Michelin maps and

atlases stand out? Michelin maps are frequently updated and specifically designed with travelers in

mind. Michelin's cartography, user-friendly format and cross-referencing abilities with its renowned

guidebook collections are paramount. The clear, clean and uncluttered style of Michelin maps is

compounded with extreme attention to detail covering scenic roads, footpaths, panoramic views,

emergency telephones, road widths and more. It's this kind of detail that can, for example, help

North American tourists avoid surprises while traveling down narrow roads that are often hundreds

of years old. Buildings, monuments, park trails and government offices are highlighted, too. When it

comes to ease of use, Michelin has really done its homework. Michelin maps and the patented

Michelin fold make it a snap to refold, even with one hand on the wheel. All Michelin atlases are

available in spiral format, too. That's the number one binding preference according to independent

consumer research. Michelin's unique cross-referencing system also makes mapping out travelers

trips a cinch. Maps and guides throughout the Michelin collection work together with universal

symbols directing to more information. --This text refers to an alternate Map edition.
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Although a bit unwieldy for the car (or a bicycle, as this is how I typically use them) Michelin maps



provide the detail that one needs to get from place to place with minimal challenges (deviations

being the only one that comes to mind.) So much better than those tiny screens for finding little

off-the-road gems, a scenic detour, or that landmark that the robot doesn't know you want to see.
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